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ShuttlePRO v2

Extend Your Reach. Speed Up Workflow. Make Life Easy.

The Perfect Companion
Contour ShuttlePRO v2 is the perfect companion for audio, photo and
video applications on your Mac or in Windows.
Designed to minimise keyboard confusion and poor workflow, the sleek
design of the ShuttlePRO v2 is pre-configured to work with many of
today’s multimedia applications. Working in partnership with your mouse
or graphics tablet this is a perfect marriage of form and function.
Shuttle Pro’s powerful software for Mac and Windows allows you to select
configurations for popular apps such as Adobe Premiere Pro, Adobe
Photoshop and Steinberg Cubase. You can even customise your own
personal preferences for just about any application, making ShuttlePRO
v2 also ideal for everyday use with programs such as Microsoft Office,
Internet Explorer, Apple Safari, Google Picasa and many more!

It's all about...
ShuttlePRO v2 is about comfort,
speed and versatility.

The Smart Tool
ShuttlePRO v2 is also smart enough to know when you are using
multiple apps in your workflow and will automatically switch to the
dominant application so you don’t have to worry about anything more
than completing your project.

In partnership with your mouse or
graphics tablet it will extend your
reach, speed up your workflow and
make your life easier with every
multimedia project.
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ShuttlePRO v2
Standard button functions
All Contour Design Shuttle devices have a jog wheel and a Shuttle ring that are programmable.
The ShuttlePRO v2 has 15 programmable buttons. The two top rows of buttons have removable caps so the
included label can be inserted for quick reference as to switch functions each button is programmed to perform.
Example:

Play/Pause
Export Region

Save

Run Macro

New Recording
Rewind

Forward

Move Cursor to Beginning

Move Cursor to End
Mark Out

Mark In
Left side Shuttle Positions
- Shuttle Reverse
- Shuttle Reverse 2x
- Shuttle Reverse 5x
- Shuttle Reverse 10x
- Shuttle Reverse 15x
- Shuttle Reverse 30x
- Type Key: Control+page down

Right side Shuttle Positions
Shuttle Forward Shuttle Forward 2x Shuttle Forward 5x Shuttle Forward 10x -  
Shuttle Forward 15x -  
Shuttle Forward 30x Type Key: Control+page Up -

Undo

Zoom Out

Redo

Zoom In

A quick click of a button allows you to make changes
With discrete design and professional build quality, ShuttlePRO v2 allows you to easily access 15
programmable buttons, or use the integrated jog and shuttle controls to scan through video and audio
timelines, or preview photo catalogues such as those found in Adobe Lightroom.
A quick click of a button allows you to make changes, trim videos or apply photo effects without need
to access your keyboard. Greater control is gained through ShuttlePRO v2’s ability to also store macros
making it a perfect companion for applications such as Adobe Photoshop where complex repeat processes
may be required.
Software Features

Hardware Features

•

Pre-configured for dozens of applications - Mac and Windows

•

Fifteen fully programmable buttons on ShuttlePRO v2

•

Monitors the application you are in and automatically switches
settings

•

Super smooth jog dial for frame by frame navigation
and control

•

Multiple settings per application

•

Spring-loaded and rubberized shuttle control

•

Easily add/edit your own custom settings to make ShuttlePRO
v2 work for you

•

Drivers are available for Mac OS X and Windows
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